
AN ANALYSIS OF THE INTRODUCTION OF THE GRAPHING CALCULATOR

WHICH HAS CHANGED THE STRUCTURE OF TEACHI

Introduction integrating graphing calculators in mathematics classrooms has been roles of graphing calculators are in
student learning and teaching mathematics. . understanding of mathematics concepts, qualities etc., and promotes
changes . structure, which are the basic strategies and approaches of mathematics.

This effect was found for virtually all genders, ethnicities, income levels, high school grades and courses
completed Colton,  Box suggests that a problem described in its everyday manifestation can be solved by
many more students than the same problem presented only as a mathematical equation. Koedinger This
chapter focuses on teaching and learning mathematical functions. The review concluded: Length of usage time
affects the impact on learning. Reference: Burrill, Allison et al. That knowledge can help students reason
carefully through algebra problems. A review of 43 key comparative and interpretive studies examined this
issue. Results showed that students with year-long access to graphing calculators used a wider range of
problem-solving strategies, attempted more questions, and obtained higher scores than those with less or no
access. What graph-reading and table-building skills are required? Additionally, those students who were
identified as "below average" by the researchers made more frequent use of a graphical approach to problems
in contrast to a trial-and-error approach or algorithmic strategy and scored significantly higher on the post-test.
Because mathematical relationships are generalized in algebra, students must operate at a higher level of
abstraction than is typical of the mathematics they have generally encountered previously. How might students
approach and respond to this problem? In so doing, he arrived at a value for the slope of the function that was
negativeâ€”an impossible solution given that the graph is of an increasing linear function. Within mathematics
education, function has come to have a broader interpretation that refers not only to the formal definition, but
also to the multiple ways in which functions can be written and described. A study of calculator use on the
ACT math test reported that average test scores increased for virtually all groups when calculator use was
permitted. They are now focused on the rule or expression that tells us how one thing cost is related to another
amount of gas. Figure b shows an example student solution. First, and most superficially, the student likely
carelessly mislabeled the coordinate for the y-intercept 0, 3 rather than 0, â€”3. Quality of use counts more
than quantity of use: Students whose teachers illustrated connections between representations and emphasized
concepts had greater success with less time of use than did students whose teacher focused only on
technological and algebraic approaches. Problem: Make a table of values that would produce the function seen
on page  The kinds of problems we are dealing with no longer are focused on determining a specific value the
cost of 5 gallons of gas. As functional relationships become more complex, as in the growth of a population or
the accumulation of interest over time, solutions are not so easily calculated because the base changes each
period. We need functions for financial plans so we can calculate such things as accrued income and interest.
At all levels of mathematics, students need to be engaged in monitoring their problem solving and reflecting
on their solutions and strategies. Reference: Harskamp, Suhre et al. Few students view algebra as a powerful
toolkit that allows them to solve complex problems much more easily. Because students have many
encounters with functional relationships in their everyday lives, they bring a great deal of relevant knowledge
to the classroom. If students lack a conceptual understanding of linear function, what errors might they make?
Functions are important as well to interpretations of local and world demographics and population growth,
which are critical for economic planning and development. For example, a functional relationship between
quantities is at play when we are paying for gasoline by the gallon or fruit by the pound. The second principle
of How People Learn argues that students need a strong conceptual understanding of function as well as
procedural fluency. Conceptually, students need to understand that these are different ways of describing the
same relationship.


